Tuning surface basic properties of nanocrystalline MgO by controlling the preparation conditions.
Different nanocrystalline magnesias were synthesized by precipitation and hydrothermal treatments of aqueous salt solutions in an attempt to tune their surface basicity. CO(2) was chosen as an acidic molecule to probe the basic sites by both temperature-programmed desorption and infrared spectroscopy. All samples were shown to be crystalline, and except that obtained by nitrate decomposition, they all possessed high surface areas. The oxides presented different basic site distributions, evidencing the significant role of the preparation conditions on tuning the surface basicity: while medium-strength basic centers are dominant in the samples prepared by precipitation aging or hydrothermal treatment, the one obtained by precipitation features a roughly equal concentration of medium-strength and strong centers. Infrared spectra revealed that hydrogen carbonate and monodentate and bidentate carbonates were formed in distinct proportion on all oxides. However, the bidentate complexes were shown to have different thermal stabilities; the more stable species are thought to be formed on acid-base pair centers associated with an anionic vacancy. Distinct morphological and structural characteristics were also observed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. It was consistently found that the high-surface area samples are formed by aggregates of nanoparticles (2-5 nm) randomly oriented and with a high concentration of structural defects. These findings allowed us to conclude that the surface heterogeneity promoted during synthesis increases the concentration of basic sites and plays an important role in tuning the basicity of the solids.